
Sumptuously-dressed couples
promenaded around St Mark’s
Square in the swirling fog as

Venice kicked off its celebrated carni-
val this weekend-without the usual
crowds of tourists, absent due to the
pandemic. “It’s totally surreal,” said 47-
year-old carnival-goer Chiara
Ragazzon, an office worker. “What hits
me most is the silence. You’ve always
been able to hear music during the
carnival, people having fun. But Venice
in the fog-it’s still a magical place.”

Ragazzon and her husband had
ventured into Venice from their home
around 50 kilometers (30 miles) away.
Italy relaxed its coronavirus restrictions
yesterday, allowing greater freedoms in
most regions.  Venice is among the
areas now under a lower-risk “yellow”
category-but residents are still not
allowed to travel outside the region.  A
short walk from St Mark’s Square,
Hamid Seddighi, dressed in paint-splat-
tered overalls, was making a carnival
mask in his workshop, molding and
smoothing it with delicate precision. 

His store, Ca’ de Sol, sells masks
made from papier mache, lace and
iron, bedecked with Swarovski crystals.
But his creations have been piling up
without takers. The pandemic has
pushed his revenues down 70 percent-

mainly due to the lack of foreign
tourists, his main clientele. “It was love
at first sight for me and these masks,”
said the 63-year-old, who moved to
Italy from Iran. “I’ve been making them
for 35 years. But it’s tragic-I have only
sold two for the carnival.”

Venice for the Venetians? 
Pre-pandemic, the carnival brought

some 70 million euros ($84 million) to
Venice’s coffers, according to City Hall,
with more than half a million tourists
flooding in. The local artisans’ associa-
tion has launched a discount campaign
to encourage residents to take part in
this year’s festivities in the absence of
foreign visitors. “Venice carnival-
masked... and with masks”, runs their
slogan, a nod to the ubiquity of face-
coverings both festive and protective.

Despite the gloom, the association’s
director Gianni De Checchi sees an
opportunity for residents to reclaim a
city where over tourism has brought
with it a slew of negative effects, from
pollution to rocketing rents. “It’s an
opportunity for Venetians to reappropri-
ate and rediscover their town,” he said.
“For the past 25 years, mass tourism
has unraveled the socio-economic fab-
ric of central Venice. And in a way, it
has led the carnival astray.”

‘Fun in the middle of COVID’ 
Venice authorities were forced to cut

short last year’s carnival when the pan-
demic took hold. This year it is moving
some of the celebrations online, with
videos showing Venetians in full carni-
val regalia. “It’s a way of reinvigorating
the ties which bind us to the millions of
people who love Venice,” said Simone
Venturini, deputy mayor for tourism.

A stately dance on the Rialto bridge,
performed by a group of carnival-
lovers in baroque costumes, is among
the scenes that have been filmed. “We
wanted to show that Venice is not a
dead city-that we can have fun even in
the middle of COVID,” said one of the
dancers, Armando Bala, decked out in
a red velvet frock coat and a curled
white wig. With his wife Arnisa, Bala

has managed the store La Bauta for
more than 20 years, selling sumptuous
period costumes and artisan masks.
The carnival usually contributes about
40 percent of their revenues. “We’re
not trying to make money-we just want
to survive,” said Bala. — AFP 
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The Grand Canal is pictured from
the Accademia bridge in Venice.

A Venetian artisan wearing a carnival mask and costume takes part in
a demonstration of The Confederation of Venice Artisans
(Confartigianato Venezia) at St Mark’s square in Venice.

Venetian artisans wearing a carnival mask and costume are pictured
prior to take part in a demonstration of The Confederation of Venice
Artisans (Confartigianato Venezia). — AFP photos

Serbian sculptor Nikola Macura (right) and cellist Milica Svirac adjust a cello, converted from a
bazooka and army gas bucket, in his studio.

Serbian sculptor Nikola Macura browses through a military scrapyard, searching for weapons he could use as instruments
in Temerin near Novi Sad. — AFP photos

Serbian sculptor Nikola Macura grinds a Yugoslav army
helmet at his studio.

Srdjan Sarovic, visual artist and a war veteran, plays on a
guitar made out of M70 rifle and a helmet, made by Serbian
sculptor Nikola Macura at his studio.

Serbian sculptor Nikola Macura browses through a military scrapyard, searching for weapons he
could use as instruments in Temerin.

Venetian artisans wearing carnival masks and costumes take part in a demonstration of The Confederation of Venice Artisans.

Every week, Serbian sculptor Nikola
Macura wanders through a messy
military junkyard in search of

sounds. Picking through discarded
rifles, helmets and missiles, he taps,
blows and raps his knuckles on the
decommissioned weapons to find
pieces he can bring back to his studio
and turn into musical instruments. The
42-year-old is trying to transform these
former tools of destruction into vessels
of creation, in a region that still bears
scars from the 1990s wars that unrav-
elled Yugoslavia.

He has already successfully convert-
ed a bazooka and an army gas bucket
into a cello, created a guitar out of a
Zastava M70 rifle and a Yugoslav army
helmet, and assembled a violin from an
assault rifle magazine and a first aid kit,
among others.  “Guns are all around us.
We are so surrounded with destruction
that we no longer notice it”, said
Macura, an assistant professor at Novi
Sad Academy of Arts in Serbia’s north.
There is a vast supply of material to
work with: since the wars, depots selling
decommissioned army equipment for
pennies have become a common sight
around the country. 

These graveyards overflow with
deactivated guns, bombs and gas
masks, as well as combat vehicles,
radars and even huge chunks of war-
planes. The sculptor’s goal is to create
a full orchestra that would travel and

play throughout the region, with war vet-
erans serving as some of the musicians.
“I aim to offer those people who partici-
pated in the war a chance to utilize the
weapons they used to wage war to cre-
ate music instead”, he said. He has
already recruited veteran and visual
artist Srdjan Sarovic, who likes to jam on
the guitar made from a rifle and helmet.

“It disappears as a rifle and becomes
exclusively a musical instrument. When I
hold it in my hands and play it, all I wor-
ry about is how to align with the instru-

ment,” he told AFP. Macura’s next proj-
ect is turning an army tank into a per-
cussion instrument for five musicians,
which he plans to paint pink. “To make
an instrument out of a tank? It’s the
same as making an instrument out of a
rifle. Impossible,” he laughed. — AFP

Serbian sculptor Nikola Macura grinds a
Yugoslav army helmet at his studio.

Cellist Milica Svirac plays a cello converted
from a bazooka and army gas bucket, made by
Serbian sculptor Nikola Macura at his studio.


